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February 1984

ACM 1984 Computer Science Conference and
SIGCSE Technical Symposium, February
14-16 and February 17-18, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. For information on the 1984
ACM CSC, contact Aaron Beller, Computer
and Information Science Dept., Temple
University, Philadelphia, PA 19122. For in-
formation on the Symposium on Computer
Science Education, contact Richard H. Aus-
ting, Dept. of Computer Science, University
of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.

Softcon, February 21-23, New Orleans, Louisi-
ana. Contact Northeast Expositions, 822
Boylston St., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167; (800)
841-7000 or, within Massachusetts, (617)
739-2000.

Compcou Spring 84: Intellectual Leverage – The Driving Technologies, February
27-March 1, San Francisco, California. (Tutorials: February 27; Conference: Febru-
ary 28-March 1.) Contact John Wakerly,
Computer Systems Lab, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA 94305; (415) 856-0169.

March 1984

Computer Science and Statistics, 16th Sym-
posium on the Interface (ACM Sigcse),
March 14-16, Atlanta, Georgia. Contact
Lynne Billard, Dept. of Statistics and Com-
puter Science, University of Georgia, Athens,
GA 30602; (404) 542-2911.

ACM Sigcse Conference on Numerical
Computations and Mathematical Software
for Microcomputers, March 19-21, Boulder,
Colorado. Contact William G. Poole, Jr.,
Pacific Analysis & Computing, 1020 109th
Ave. SE, Bellevue, WA 98004; (206)
454-7045.

Tutorial Week East 84, March 19-23,
Orlando, Florida. (Note: Being held ear-
er than previously announced.) Contact
Tutorial Tutorial Week East, PO Box 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901; (301) 589-8142; TWX
7108250437 IEEECOMPST.

Seventh International Conference on
Software Engineering, March 25-30,
Orlando, Florida. Contact 7ICSE, PO Box
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901; (301) 589-8142;
TWX 7108250437 IEEECOMPST.

ACM SIGSOFT/SIGPLAN Conference on
Software Engineering, March 13-18,
Orlando, Florida. Contact 7ICSE, PO Box
639, Silver Spring, MD 20901; (301) 589-8142;
TWX 7108250437 IEEECOMPST.

April 1984

Third Symposium on Principles of Database
Systems (ACM Sigact, Sigmod), April 2-4,
Kitchener, Canada. Contact Daniel J.
Rosenkrantz, Phoenix Data Systems, Inc.,
6th Floor, 80 Wolf Rd., Albany, NY 12205;
(518) 459-6202.

European Seminar on Programming Support
Environments, April 12-13, Freiburg, West
Germany. Contact G. R. Koch, Biomatik,
Carl-MeZ-Strabe 81-83, D-7800, Freiburg
i.B., West Germany; Telex: 7721508 bios.

Sixth International Symposium on Program-
ing, April 17-19, Toulouse, France. Contact
B. Robinet, Institut de Programmation, 4
Place Jussieu, 75230 Paris Cedex 05; tele.
(1) 336 47 53.

ACM SIGSOFT/SIGPLAN Conference on
Practical Software Development Environ-
ments, April 23-25, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Contact Peter B. Henderson,
Dept. of Computer Science, SUNY at Stony
Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794; (516) 246-
5000.

Symposium on Security and Privacy,
April 29-May 2, Oakland, California.
Contact Peter S. Tasker, Mitre Corporation,
D75 MS B325, Bedford, MA 01730; (617)
271-2618.

16th ACM Sigcse Symposium on Theory of
Computing, April 30-May 2, Washington,
DC. Contact Carl Smith, Dept. of Computer
Science, University of Maryland, College
Park, MD 20742; (301) 454-4245.

May 1984

Tutorials for Professional Develop-
ment, May 7-11, Chicago, Illinois. Con-
tact Joseph Urban, Computer Science Dept.,
University of Northwestern Louisiana, Box
44330, Lafayette, LA 70504.

International Conference on Modeling Tech-
niques and Tools for Performance Analysis,
May 16-18, Paris, France. Contact Confer-
ence Secretariat, INRIA, Domaine de Volu-
ceau, Rocquencourt, B.P. 105, 78153 Le
Chesnay Cedex, France; tele. 954 90 20.

June 1984

Second Software Engineering Conference,
June 4-6, Nice, France. Contact AFCET, 156
Blvd. Pérée, F 75017, Paris, France; telex,
290 163 EURTEL Code 235.

APL 84 Conference (ACM), June 11-15, Hel-
sinki, Finland. Contact Timo Seppala, PO
Box 452, SF-00101 Helsinki 10, Finland.

Conference and Tutorial on Compiler Con-
struction, June 17-22, Montreal, Canada.
Contact Mary S. Van Deusen, 34 Archer St.,
Wrentham, MA 02093; (617) 384-2526.

Sixth International Conference on Analysis
and Optimization of Systems, June 19-22,
Nice, France. Contact INRIA, Domaine de
Voluceau, Rocquencourt 78153, Le Chesnay
Cedex, France.

Medcomp 84, June 26-29, New Orleans,
Louisiana. Contact Bruce Shriver, Com-
puter Science Dept., University of South-
western Louisiana, PO Box 44330, Lafayette,
LA 70504; (318) 231-6606.

July 1984

Coiling 84, 10th International Conference on
Computational Linguistics, July 2-6, San
Francisco, California. Contact Martin Kay, Xerox
PARC, 3333 Coyote Hill Rd., Palo Alto, CA
94304; (415) 494-4428; Arpanet: kay@parc.

Second International Logic Programming
Conference, July 2-7, Uppsala, Sweden.
Contact J. A. Robinson, School of Computer and
Information Science, 313 Link Hall, Syracuse
University, Syracuse, NY 13210.

Eurosam 84, 1984 ACM Sigams/same Inter-
national Symposium on Symbolic and Alge-
braic Computation, July 9-11, Cambridge,
England. Contact M. Mignotte, Centre de
Calcul, Université Louis Pasteur, 7 rue René
Descartes, F6708 Strasbourg, France, or M.
Robstein, Dept. of Math. Sciences, Kent
State University, Kent, OH 44242.

1984 National Computer Conference,
July 9-12, Las Vegas, Nevada. Contact
AFIPS, PO Box 9658, Arlington, VA 22209;
(703) 558-3613.